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Robert Williams's *The Law of American State Constitutions* is an impressive career accomplishment for one of the leading academic lawyers writing on state constitutions. Given the need for a comprehensive, treatise-like treatment of state constitutions that transcends individual jurisdictions, Williams's book will almost certainly become the go-to treatise for the next generation of state constitutional law practitioners and scholars. The U.S. Constitution has a grip on how the American legal mind approaches issues in American constitutionalism, but an important recurring theme in Williams's work (as well as that of others) is how state constitutions present unique interpretive challenges. More than any other legal academic, Williams has advanced the view—in this book and elsewhere—that the unique nature of state constitutions requires an appreciation of the text, legal community, and interpretive norms of the specific jurisdiction engaging in the interpretation.

State constitutions are very important legal documents, but their interpretation is remarkably understudied (and, of course, highly undertheorized) in the academic literature. Williams's descriptive account of state constitutions is very informative and lawyerly; his book fills a notable void to the extent it synthesizes many important features and doctrines of state constitutional law, grounding them in historical context. It is the most significant account of modern state constitutions to date, and his book exhaustively surveys a wide range of the issues state courts have struggled with in interpreting their constitutions.

While the publication of Williams's book represents an important step forward for the field of state constitutional law (what serious area of American law lacks a good national treatise?), this area of scholarship remains underdeveloped. Basic issues remain ripe for exploration by scholars, such as how state constitutions should be interpreted, how new constitutional rights evolve, and how state constitutional protections interact with federal
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rights and regulatory programs. With many important topics continuing to lack serious analytical study, the field has many opportunities for advancement. However, it is unlikely to take major strides forward as an academic field until lawyers begin to seriously approach state constitutions with an eye toward federalism concerns and with a normative understanding of state power. Scholars must also begin to engage with how variations and similarities across various states are informed and influenced by institutional variables other than text and interpretive style. Legal scholars need to begin paying as much attention to the various features of the "state" of state constitutionalism as they do to its legal sources, such as its constitutional text and history.

Part I of this Review briefly summarizes Williams's book. In Part II, I discuss the normative significance of Williams's book, focusing especially on his discussion of independent state constitutions and the positive theory of interpretation he advances. Part III highlights some areas where the field of state constitutional law is in need of further advancement, including research that positions state constitutions within federalism and engages in serious institutional analysis.

I. A TREATISE IN FIVE PARTS

Williams's book presents a superb treatise-like survey of the substantive legal issues presented by state constitutions. The five-part structure of the book maps nicely onto his widely used casebook on state constitutions, and thus the book is likely to serve some use as an advanced treatise for those who wish to have a more in-depth treatment of specific issues.

The first part of the book examines the historical origins of state constitutions and their role in American federalism. As Williams highlights in Chapter One, state constitutions are unique legal documents in many respects. They are far more detailed than the U.S. Constitution, particularly with respect to their rights provisions (p. 16). They are "subnational" and thus operate within a system of American federalism based on imperium in imperio (empire within an empire). This is also true of all state statutes and many other features of state law. But state constitutions reflect far more significant political commitments than do ordinary statutes, defining basic rights available within states and the allocation of powers within state government.

Williams's overview of the legal issues provides a solid and accessible historical introduction to state constitutions and their role in American constitutionalism more generally. As many as eighteen to twenty early state
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constitutions—including those of Massachusetts, New York, and Maryland—provided a rich palette for drafters of the U.S. Constitution during the founding decade of 1776–1787 (pp. 37–39). Many of the ideas in the U.S. Constitution, including fundamental issues of governmental structure and individual rights, were not original but were themselves borrowed from the colonies. Williams emphasizes that the early subnational constitutions of the colonies were focused primarily on issues of the structure of government; only later did they expand into documents that placed rights at the forefront (p. 41).

Williams also surveys the rich variation of early state constitutions. The first wave of state constitutional adoption included the Pennsylvania Constitution of 1776 (p. 43), which vested legislative powers in a unicameral assembly, mimicking Thomas Paine’s notorious (if somewhat infamous) call in Common Sense for a simple government of a unicameral legislature and a wide elected franchise. The second wave of state constitutional adoption is best exemplified by the Massachusetts Constitution of 1780 (p. 58), which established an elected governor (with no limit on reelection), Senate, and council of government that can veto bills. Adopting a similar approach, New York’s 1777 constitution “provided a model based on the blending of governmental powers that appealed to many of those who opposed the Pennsylvania Constitution” (p. 56). This second-wave approach may have proved more influential to the U.S. Constitution, given that it (and eventually most states, including Pennsylvania) ultimately rejected a unicameral legislative model.

The lessons from Williams’s survey of the history of forgotten state constitutions are important to understanding features of modern state constitutions. For example, in contrast to the U.S. Constitution, which enumerates legislative powers, the prevailing view among state constitutions is that the basic sovereign power of the state is held by the legislature. This vesting of plenary power in a state legislature (p. 249), rather than enumerating specific powers, seems to have had its origins in the “almost . . . forgotten” (p. 71) 1776 Pennsylvania Constitution. Williams reminds us why historical state constitutional origins should not be ignored by modern legal academics and practitioners.

As Williams emphasizes in Chapter Four, state constitutions are not only integral to a proper understanding of the U.S. Constitution, they are also
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subordinate to it. Under the Supremacy Clause, federal laws can limit the content of state constitutions. Despite this, state constitutions continue to play a major role in expanding the interpretation of constitutional rights.

The entirety of part II, spanning more than 120 pages of Williams's book, is focused on rights guaranteed by state constitutions. While state constitutions are fairly expansive in these guarantees, much of state constitutional-rights adjudication focuses on whether state courts should follow or diverge from federal constitutional doctrine. The "New Judicial Federalism," advanced by Justice Brennan in the 1970s, was a rediscovery of state constitutional-rights protections. This movement was sparked by an expansion in constitutional-rights litigation in the 1960s. Although it is questionable that the use of state constitutions to recognize rights is really "new," Williams's survey provides a strong overview of this twentieth-century development, especially in the context of criminal procedure cases (pp. 178–87, 201–05), free speech and religion protection cases (pp. 182–83, 200–01), and equality protections (pp. 209–24). Recent state same-sex marriage cases are not discussed at length, despite Williams's acknowledgement that these decisions "thrust the field of state constitutional law onto the national stage in a way that had never happened before" (p. 6). It is odd that these landmark cases receive only passing mention and little discussion in the section on constitutional-rights adjudication (pp. 162, 220) and are not really analyzed for more than a sentence or two elsewhere in the book.

In part III, Williams discusses structure-of-government issues. This part is only two-thirds of the length of his discussion of rights provisions. However, the mere fact that Williams has devoted even this much of his book to topics concerning separation of powers is significant. The bulk of scholarship addressing state constitutions has focused heavily on constitutional-rights adjudication as the model for state constitutional discourse, and, given how "new" and innovative Justice Brennan declared the phe-
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nomenon to be," this is not surprising. But Williams's book begins to make a case for returning the analysis of the structure of government to the imminence in state constitutional law conversations that it has been afforded in discussions about the U.S. Constitution—which frequently view structural issues as informing the enforcement and development of constitutional rights. The historical predicates for this, Williams highlights, can be traced to the earliest debates about state constitutions (pp. 37–51). Although only briefly, he also provides an excellent overview of some of the modern issues presented by the unique state legislative process (pp. 267–81); the nature of judicial power in the states, including advisory opinions, the inherent powers of states courts, and state judicial-lawmaking functions under the common law (pp. 285–301); and the unique problems presented by a fragmented state executive branch (pp. 303–10).

Part IV of Williams's book provides an overview of unique interpretive issues presented in state constitutional law. Williams makes a case that textualism, constitutional construction by the legislature, and precedent all have potentially greater significance in states than they do in our federal system (pp. 313–56). Recognizing the lack of durability of many state constitutional commitments and provisions, the book concludes in part V with an overview of the state constitutional-revision process (another interesting contrast to the U.S. Constitution, given the frequency with which it occurs), along with a discussion of what Williams describes as a well-established role of courts in the constitutional-revision process (pp. 359–99).

II. WILLIAMS'S NORMATIVE THEORY OF STATE CONSTITUTIONS

In addition to his excellent survey of the range of doctrinal issues presented by state constitutions, Williams's book stakes out two important normative positions. One is the legal positivist approach to state constitutions, which argues that the approach to interpreting a state's constitution should derive from the legal sources recognized by a distinct community of practitioners and jurists within a particular jurisdiction. More than any other work published to date, Williams's book convincingly argues that each state's constitution presents a unique interpretive challenge for practitioners and jurists within that jurisdiction. More than any other work published to date, Williams's book convincingly argues that each state's constitution presents a unique interpretive challenge for practitioners and jurists within that jurisdiction. This position rejects an open-ended common law approach to state constitutional interpretation. The second normative position is Williams's opposition to rigid lockstepping of state and federal constitutional provisions.

A. The Legal Positivist Approach

Along with former Oregon Supreme Court Justice Hans Linde, who has emphasized that state constitutions are "not common law," Williams has been a leading advocate of a positivist approach that grounds state constitutional law in text and other jurisdictional sources of public law. Linde and Williams treat each state constitution as an independent text. This approach draws on the same interpretive tools used in federal constitutional interpretation—text, history, structure, precedent, character, and values—but applies them to different texts, inviting state supreme courts to adopt more or less the same methods in interpreting state constitutions as the U.S. Supreme Court uses to interpret the Federal Constitution. Such a method constrains judges from making policy through constitutional law and also relies on the traditional tools of constitutional construction that are conventionally used to frame legal arguments in constitutional law.

This approach is often contrasted with what Paul Kahn describes as the "common principles" approach, in which state constitutional law might be approached as a branch of common law, akin to torts or contracts. The common principles approach has a long tradition, beginning with the work of Judge Thomas Cooley more than a century ago. To the extent state constitutional law has identifiable common law principles, many of its doctrines can be generalized across states, and it may become commonplace for one state to borrow from another in developing its constitutional principles. In contrast, Williams advances an understanding of state constitutions not as an "undifferentiated body of general principles existing independent of any particular constitution." Instead, "in specific states, based on differences in state constitutional text, constitutional history, judicial precedent, or judicial philosophy, the resolution of interpretive questions will differ" (p. 11).

This positivist approach has many allies in the legal community—it is, after all, what judges and lawyers who litigate about state constitutions do—but the approach faces many challenges in the context of state constitutions. Many of these challenges derive from its jurisprudential approach to constitutional law and assumptions about its relationship to the state as a jurisdictional sovereign. James Gardner has characterized this approach as "the Lockean model," to the extent it derives from the assumption that a


single sovereign's law governs within its jurisdiction. However, because of the federal structure in which they exist, state constitutions cannot be interpreted in a jurisdictional vacuum.

While the unique interpretive community of lawyers and judges seems to stand on solid ground within any single jurisdiction, the positive approach is challenged to provide an account of some of the methods state courts use in interpreting their own constitutions, including surveying the approaches of other states or counting the number of states that take a similar approach. For example, state constitutional cases frequently facilitate a type of horizontal federalism, in which one state borrows or looks to another state to interpret constitutional text and to help fill in gaps in its own. At the extreme, John Frank once lamented how state constitutional law was at risk of becoming "a sort of pallid me-tooism." While Williams acknowledges that horizontal federalism is a "very common approach" (p. 352), the practice receives surprisingly little doctrinal attention in his discussion. Ultimately, however, as Williams discusses, given the variation in the history of constitutions across various states, horizontal borrowing is going to vary depending on the state constitutional provision's origins and histories, along with the interpretive approach of that state's legal community.

If states conceive of themselves as participating in a broader national dialogue about constitutional rights, as they surely seem to in the context of issues like same-sex marriage, state courts interpreting constitutional provisions will frame their precedents in broader terms than the positive approach would endorse. On the one hand, the positive approach favors a narrow approach to precedent, insofar as the approach defines its legal sources jurisdictionally. On the other hand, as Williams himself highlights, there is reason to believe that other state judicial decisions interpreting similar constitutional provisions should be afforded greater weight as precedents than U.S. Supreme Court decisions interpreting similar provisions of the federal Constitution (p. 137). Still, the positive approach is challenged to provide an explanatory and normative account of horizontal borrowing of constitutional precedents from other jurisdictions.

B. Williams's Treatment of Overlapping Constitutional Provisions

Another challenge for a positivist approach to state constitutions is that state and federal constitutions often operate in a shared space. For example, rights provisions of many state constitutions overlap—and sometimes mimic or serve as a historical predicate for similar rights-oriented provisions in the federal Constitution, such as those that protect speech and the rights of criminal defendants. Williams is a leading critic of the so-called "criteria" approach of deciding when to interpret state constitutional-rights provisions (p. 130). Under this approach, a state court accepts a federal interpretation
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of a constitutional provision but also articulates criteria under which the state court will interpret the right more broadly. For example, in State v. Gunwall, the Washington Supreme Court articulated several criteria it would look to in assessing whether the Washington Constitution extends broader protections to warrantless searches than the Fourth Amendment of the U.S. Constitution. Such criteria include a variety of sources of law under the Washington Constitution, including "(1) the textual language; (2) differences in the texts; (3) constitutional history; (4) preexisting state law; (5) structural differences; and (6) matters of particular state or local concern." Williams sees the criteria approach, which is widely used in constitutional-rights adjudication in states, as a challenge to the notion of independent state constitutionalism. As Williams warns, the concern is that this gives federal constitutional provisions a "presumption of correctness" (p. 185), relegating state constitutional protections to what (then) New Hampshire Supreme Court Judge (later U.S. Supreme Court Justice) Souter called "a mere row of shadows."

In his book, along with his earlier work spanning nearly three decades, Williams advances the notion that state courts have an obligation to independently interpret their own constitutional provisions and not blindly accept U.S. constitutional decisions as presumptively correct. He is unequivocally critical of "kneejerk" and "unreflective" state judicial deference to federal constitutional protections in the form of "lockstepping" interpretation (p. 196). Some state constitutions explicitly require such lockstepping. The provision of Florida's Constitution dealing with unreasonable searches and seizures states, "This right shall be construed in conformity with the 4th Amendment to the United States Constitution, as interpreted by the United States Supreme Court." Williams and other advocates of independent state constitutionalism do not claim that such textual provisions should be ignored; instead, they maintain that where state constitutional text fails to speak to the relevance of federal constitutional provisions, courts should take seriously state law. Like Justice Brennan, who argued that state constitutional law should not follow federal law in "lockstep," Williams argues that lockstepping, at the extreme, would "make a federal case" out

of state constitutional claims (p. 229). In the end, for Williams, "[w]ith some informed attention to constitutional texts, history and the lessons of federalism—aided by the insights of practicing and academic lawyers—state courts can and should have coherent, independent doctrines surrounding their state constitutional provisions" (p. 185).

III. TOWARD A BROADER THEORY OF STATE CONSTITUTIONS

While Williams's book makes significant contributions by surveying a number of issues in state constitutionalism in ways that begin to generalize doctrinally beyond the interpretive limits of specific constitutions, in the end I found the book anticlimactic. The book ends with a very short chapter on judicial involvement in state constitutional amendments and a (very useful) bibliographic essay on state constitution research (pp. 411-15). The concluding lesson of the book seems to be that state constitutions are more prone to modification, and courts will inevitably have some role in managing this process. Of course, there is no doubt that state constitutions present a greater degree of democratic malleability than their federal counterpart, given that so many of them deal with matters of public policy and in their own texts require regular reform or revision. However, apart from this well-recognized point, in the end readers will fail to find any grander theme for the roles of state constitutions and future state constitutional research. If one is looking for this kind of grander view—or for any sort of generalizable theory for approaching state constitutional interpretation in the context of horizontal or vertical federalism—Williams's book will disappoint.

Perhaps this is the hand Williams was dealt. Long ago, James Gardner decried the impoverished discourse of state constitutionalism. Dan Rodriguez has called for a "trans-state" approach to state constitutional law, in which state constitutions would take on a larger significance—akin to borrowing in comparative law. State constitutions have generated much discussion in reaction to particular hot-button social and political issues—Bush v. Gore, school vouchers, same-sex marriage, etc.—but by and large when these issues fade to the backdrop, the scholarly discourse also seems to go into hibernation.

For state constitutional discourse to really advance beyond fragmented essays on particular doctrinal issues, the larger theoretical grounding of state constitutional law needs to be articulated and worked through by scholars in ways that transcend specific issues. Unifying themes in state constitutionalism seem to be emerging along three distinctive paths: communitarian theories, functionalist theories, and positive political theories. As I will
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argue, only the last of these makes a serious effort to understand states as political institutions vis-à-vis the federal government as well as on their own terms.

A. Communitarian and Character-Based Theories

The predominant normative theory grounds state constitutional interpretation in the character of an individual state as a political community. Endorsed by leading state supreme court judges and scholars writing in the tradition of the New Judicial Federalism, this approach sees state constitutions as reflecting the unique character and values of a state's populace. For example, Judge Judith Kaye, now Chief Judge of the New York Court of Appeals, has argued that "[m]any states today espouse cultural values distinctively their own." The political scientist Daniel Elazar has argued that there are "six constitutional patterns among the American states" reflecting two variables, "original constitutional conceptions of the founding era plus differences among the types and goals of pioneers who first settled the Northern, Middle, and Southern colonies of the New World." In his previous work, Williams also appears to approvingly rely on this character-based approach.

Over the years, James Gardner has provided a devastating critique of this view, which he calls "romantic subnationalism." This approach may have presented serious barriers to the recognition of civil liberties, and Gardner's work questions its historical accuracy: "To the extent that southern state constitutions restricted the rights of slaves and free blacks, they did not differ materially from many northern and western state constitutions of the same period."

But even if it were historically accurate, today the communitarian approach seems to be based on little more than a quaint fiction. It relies on a "naturalized view of geographic boundaries as demarcating significantly
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different peoples with significantly different characteristics and traditions." Frederic
Jackson Turner, a historian of the American West, articulated the “‘frontier thesis’ . . . that the essence of the American experience . . . [is the] encounter with the constantly receding frontier.” Turner identified distinctive areas of the United States—New England, the middle region, and the South—and argued that these “different colonizing peoples” had “distinctive psychological traits." Dan Elazar made similar suggestions when he identified exactly “six constitutional patterns among the American states.” While this may have accurately described nineteenth-century America, today media and consumerism provide common experiences regardless of geography and urban problems comprise common themes that tie together Americans as a people.

Finally, even if we were to accept communitarian theory’s historical and contemporary accuracy, it is not clear that courts are the best institutions to play this interpretive role. In contrast to state legislatures and executive branch officials, state judges lack the political accountability to accurately identify and implement character-based values. For example, in Ravin v. State, the Alaska Supreme Court relied on that state’s privacy provisions to find unconstitutional a law that criminalized marijuana use in the home. The court relied on the unique character of Alaskan citizens, “who prize their individuality.” Not long after, through an initiative the Alaskan people legalized the criminal prosecution of recreational marijuana use within the home. As Ravin illustrates, courts may lack the political accountability to consistently and effectively integrate character-based concerns into constitutional interpretation. State legislatures or other elected officials are more likely than judges to accurately read state cultural norms.

B. Taking Federalism Seriously

As an alternative, James Gardner has advanced a functionalist approach, which envisions state constitutions—and states more generally—as representing political commitments of resistance to federal power. Gardner argues that state power exists not only for the benefit of the people of a state, but also for the benefit of the people of the nation. Particularly, on his view state power plays a significant role in securing the liberty of people
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against federal intrusion: "to check and counteract abuses of power on the national level—particularly abuses by federal courts of national judicial power." Gardner’s view understands federalism as a structural system that divides governmental power to protect liberty.

There are several well-recognized examples of how state courts, in their constitutional-rights rulings interpreting state law, have adopted levels of protection for rights that exceed parallel provisions under the U.S. Constitution. Gardner positions this account of state power within a functional framework that views state constitutions within a federalist system. At a minimum, his approach requires a state constitution to do at least three things:

First, it should grant the state government sufficient authority to permit it to work directly for the public good of its citizens. Second, it should establish sufficient limits on state power to restrain, at least to some extent, the ability of state officials to use state power for unjust ends. Third, a state constitution should grant the state government sufficient power to assert itself with at least some degree of efficacy against abuses of national power by the national government.

Given these functions, Gardner discusses how state constitutions take different approaches to allocating public versus private power and in allocating power among various branches, based primarily on the degree of distrust among a state’s people. For example, many state constitutions provide for term limits for legislators, recalls, and the election of judges. Since state constitutions are amended much more frequently than the U.S. Constitution, Gardner sees state constitutions as a "record of a series of popular adjustments to state power"—not, as Williams does, as having firmly rooted commitments based in history and text within a static understanding of the state’s power or jurisdiction. The attention Gardner places on federalism and on his functional approach are not necessarily inconsistent with positivism of the type that Williams advances in his book; yet, by embracing a static understanding of jurisdiction, Williams’s positivism provides a much more myopic model of resistance to federal power. At the extreme, this approach may represent a type of narrow turf-protective approach to state constitutional interpretation.

In the end, however, both positivism and functional theories alike fail to grapple with two fundamental questions of state constitutionalism that need to be addressed. While Williams seems to assume a static notion of dual federalism in which a state has well-defined jurisdictional space, Gardner’s account is based on the primary goal of federalism as protecting liberty.
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(broadly defined) against intrusion by national authorities.\(^5\) This classical, liberty-based understanding of federalism, however, ignores or downplays the fact that that federalism may be understood in ways that are agnostic toward national authority. As Richard Briffault has noted, the classical notion of federalism “relies on a set of political arguments, quasi-empirical assumptions, and intuitive hunches that may be countered by conflicting arguments, assumptions, and hunches.”\(^5\) Edward Rubin and Malcolm Feeley similarly warn against adhering to an idealistic notion of federalism “conjur[ing] up images of Fourth of July parades down Main Street, drugstore soda fountains, and family farms with tire swings in the front yard.”\(^5\)

Federalism is not only about states resisting federal power; it also envisions states acting as partners with a national government in pursuing national goals through decentralized government. A broader understanding of federalism would give state courts clearer direction in implementing broader goals of federalism than protecting individual liberty as they interpret state constitutions.\(^5\)

Moreover, functionalist approaches suffer from one of the same defects as character-based and communitarian approaches insofar as they rely on the use of judicial power to resist the reach of national power. Williams seems to assert that judicial power is a protector of rights against majority intrusions and as a referee in political and electoral disputes. Gardner argues for a presumption in favor of judicial resolution of state constitutional issues based on the role of states within his account of federalism. However, these court-centered approaches downplay other important features of state constitutionalism. For example, as the recent disputes over same-sex marriage in California and Oregon remind us, other branches of government could have a superior institutional claim to interpreting a state constitution.\(^5\) Further, in some contexts there are strong reasons for understanding state constitutions as being focused on facilitating, not resisting, federal power.\(^5\) To the extent Gardner’s approach views courts as resisters

\(^{50}\) Of course, this approach has a long tradition. See, e.g., The Federalist No. 51 (James Madison) (promoting federalism, along with separation of powers, as part of the “double security” for liberty); Akhil Reed Amar, Some New World Lessons for the Old World, 58 U. Chi. L. Rev. 483, 498 (1991) (noting that federalism protects against government abuses of power).


\(^{53}\) For example, under process-based theories of federalism, states are protected to ensure a legitimate process of national governance. Larry Kramer argues that the more important variables in ensuring state representation in national political processes are political parties and state representation in bureaucratic governance—variables that are primarily political rather than legal. See Larry Kramer, Understanding Federalism, 47 Vand. L. Rev. 1485 (1994).


rather than facilitators of national authority, his interpretive tools may be limited in their ability to serve the goals of state constitutions, particularly when a state branch other than a court resists federal power and courts support it. While to its credit Gardner's account is more grounded in federalism than Williams's approach, further groundwork on federalism is necessary before state constitutional law can approach state constitutional interpretation where states serve as cooperative agents in the national system.

C. Institutional Analysis and Modern Political Science

While academic lawyers studying state constitutional law to date have drawn heavily on communitarian theories of the state as a way of understanding state constitutional development and interpretation, they have paid less attention to other approaches in modern political science. For example, approaches like positive political theory focus on institutions and how institutional actors behave as rational, self-interested agents. Other accounts, such as American political development, examine how and why political institutions have evolved the way they have. Such approaches take institutions within individual states, and institutional variation across several states, seriously. They also study how institutions create incentives for and influence behavior. Institutional design questions, even fairly small variations in constitutional design, are fundamental to such approaches. Focusing on institutions, behavior, incentives, and institutional design has payoffs for a broader theory of state constitutional interpretation grounded in state political institutions and their agents, and provides opportunities for study of variation in approach and doctrine across states.

As I have highlighted, one major issue that remains seriously underexplored within state constitutional law is federalism. Competing theories of federalism envision different roles for states as sovereigns vis-à-vis the federal government and, in turn, differing roles for state constitutions vis-à-vis the Federal Constitution. Of course, political science is not going to solve these deep normative questions. However, focusing on behaviors of rational agents may assist legal academics in understanding when (and why) states

56. Classic works in this tradition, also known as the "Rochester School" (after the home of one of its founders, William H. Riker, and many of his disciples), include DAVID AUSTEN-SMITH & JEFFREY S. BANKS, POSITIVE POLITICAL THEORY II: STRATEGY AND STRUCTURE (2005) and WILLIAM H. RIKER & PETER C. ORESHOOK, AN INTRODUCTION TO POSITIVE POLITICAL THEORY (1973). For a good overview of the implications for law, see John Ferejohn, Law, legislation and positive political theory, in MODERN POLITICAL ECONOMY (Jeffrey S. Banks & Eric A. Hanushek eds., 1995).

57. For a good survey, see KAREN ORREN & STEPHEN SKOWRONEK, THE SEARCH FOR AMERICAN POLITICAL DEVELOPMENT (2004) (providing a justification for studying politics and political institutions historically as a way of understanding what it teaches about current and ongoing political activities); see also THE SUPREME COURT AND AMERICAN POLITICAL DEVELOPMENT (Ronald Kahn & Ken I. Kersch eds., 2006). A number of legal scholars in constitutional law, including Marc Graber, Keith Whittington, and Mark Tushnet, write in this tradition.

58. See Ferejohn, supra note 56.

59. See also ADRIAN VERMEULE, MECHANISMS OF DEMOCRACY (2007).
cooperate with the federal government on fundamental constitutional issues. In this way, political science may help legal scholars understand when state and federal approaches are likely to compete or be in tension. Approaches to modeling federalism and empirical study of state and federal variation and convergence—when does it occur, and under what kinds of institutional and political variables?—could prove helpful to academic lawyers writing in the field.

Moreover, modern political science reminds us why an assessment of the uniqueness of state constitutions should not be limited to the texts and norms of a legal or political community, but must also include careful and systematic study of political institutions. Institutions matter, and the variation among states in the structure of political institutions is a rich set of data for comparative study. The structure of the legislative and executive branches inevitably influences the contours of state constitutional law doctrine and especially its departure from certain approaches to federal constitutional law. Moreover, there is significant variation in institutional structure among various states. There may be reasons other than simple political preferences—or, as the communitarian paradigm would suggest, a state’s “character” of distrust of certain political actors. Some institutions may be afforded power, or be decentralized, to facilitate certain features of state democratic decision making, not simply because of a state’s character. Features of state government interact in the democratic process with other aspects and conditions of state institutions, and may in turn influence the content of state constitutional law. Moreover, an understanding of the nature of state political institutions may provide a more powerful explanation for the dynamics of the state constitutional amendment process and its role in influencing the approach of state courts in interpreting constitutional issues. For example, given that many state judges are elected, the state judiciary may not provide the same kind of safeguard for constitutional rights, giving rise to an institutional need to more frequently amend a state constitution to provide durability for constitutional-rights protections.

In addition, serious study of institutional features can shed light on the nature of judicial review in states. Consistent with the predominant paradigm with which most practitioners and scholars approach the U.S. Constitution, it should not be surprising that all of the predominant understandings of state constitutions in the legal academy, including those advanced by Williams and Gardner, give courts a presumption of judicial review. This presumption of judicial review is frequently asserted and is of course consonant with notions that courts are ultimately the protector of constitutional values. However, in the end this presumption seems to rest on little more than the cultural understandings of lawyers rather than on an account of the institution of the judiciary within state government.


Comparative study has suggested that the operation of judicial review in states is less predictable and more nuanced, and is influenced by a range of political and institutional variables.\(^6\) Judicial review under state constitutions may stand on its firmest ground when state courts adjudicate constitutional rights,\(^6\) but even then other branches may have a more significant role in expanding constitutional rights.\(^6\) Moreover, other branches of government, including governors and legislatures that often have the ability to call for constitutional amendments, play important roles in constitutional change. Particularly given that state constitutions afford plenary power to the legislature, state constitutional law has failed altogether to adequately explain the role of courts in defining the allocation of powers and in the constitutional amendment process.

Academics also need to study the approach to precedent taken by state courts. Since state courts are very different institutions from their federal counterparts, institutional difference may account for some of the differences in how they approach precedent. In addition, it is well-recognized that state courts are not only writing decisions for subordinate courts within their jurisdictions, but also for the national stage as states attempt to influence the evolution of rights and other constitutional issues in other states and in U.S. constitutional jurisprudence. Legal scholars need to develop a better understanding of how state courts approach the issue of framing their decisions, especially those on social and economic rights, within the political process, as precedents for other states, or to influence federal discussions. Neal Devins, for example, has begun to explore why some state courts might fashion certain precedents involving constitutional rights more broadly than others. As he argues, states should pay attention to in-state political backlash in framing their decisions, but to the extent they take into account out-of-state or national backlash they may be framing their precedents too broadly.\(^6\)

Finally, not only law but political science has many opportunities to begin taking seriously the “state” in state constitutionalism. One advantage of studying states is that there are fifty of them, providing rich variation not only for qualitative comparison but for serious empirical study. The assessment of state variation in constitutional texts and doctrine against the backdrop of institutional variation can shed light on important issues that are fundamental to the broader enterprise of American constitutionalism.


63. Gardner, supra note 14, at 98–100.

64. To be sure, many scholars in examining judicial review in the context of the U.S. Constitution express skepticism. Mark Tushnet, Taking the Constitution Away from the Courts (1999) (arguing for popular constitutional law, in which judicial decisions are afforded no special authority over other political institutions); Adrian Vermeule, Judging Under Uncertainty: An Institutional Theory of Legal Interpretation (2006) (arguing that judges should defer to legislative understandings of the meaning of ambiguous constitutional provisions).

CONCLUSION

State constitutions are unique. Williams’s treatise is a tour de force and a welcome addition to the emerging body of scholarship on state constitutionalism—a topic that has always been influential in American constitutional law but has really begun to come into its own as a field in only the past forty years. Publication of a treatise of this scope is a milestone for the field.

But the state of state constitutional law scholarship still remains underdeveloped. Scholars need to address fundamental issues such as positioning state constitutions within federalism, the role of judicial review, and the interpretation and nature of precedent within states. In studying these issues, the next generation of legal and political science scholars will need to not only study the texts, history, and doctrines of state constitutional law, but also take seriously states as political institutions—including the study of institutions within and across states and how they interact with the development and application of state constitutional law.